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In this part we will consider recent attempts to get a relativistic CSL theory. The problem
of getting such a generalization, or at least of making plausible that it exists, is of great
interest. J. Bell (1990), after having expressed his dissatisfaction with the fundamental
lack of precision of the standard formulation of quantum mechanics and the opinion that
the only available acceptable alternatives are the Pilot Wave and the Spontaneous
Localization schemes has stated: The big question, in my opinion, is which, if either, of

these two precise pictures can be redeveloped in a Lorentz invariant way. The point of
view of this paper is that what is most interesting is not a detailed exposition of the formal
aspects of the generalization, but some crucial conceptual points which have come into
focus in this attempt. First, it is interesting to discuss the idea of stochastic relativistic
invariance (Sections 1, 2). Next we reconsider quantum nonlccality and the related issue
of tails in a nonrelativistic context (Sections 3-6) before turning to the fundamental
problem of attributing objective properties to physical systems in the light of the
relativistic formulation (Sections 7-12). We will also see how, taking into account basic
conditions which have to be imposed in connection with the cause-effect relation, the two
versions (raw and cooked schemes) of nonrelativistic CSL which have been presented in
Part I acquire a completely different conceptual status and, as a consequence, one of them
(the cooked scheme) has to be abandoned (Section 13).

1. Stochastic Galilean Invariance

In the previous paper (hereafter referred to as I), the CSL theory was presented. The
dynamical equation (1.11.1)

dl y,t >/dt = -iHI y,t > + [jdxaf(x)a(x)w(x,t) -
- a.jdxjdx'*(x-x')at(J£)a(x)at(x')a(x')]l \|/,t (1.1)

(<t>(x-x') =exp[-a(x-x')2/4], at(x) is the creation operator for a particle at the position x)

describes the evolution of the statevector I y,t > which represents physical reality. This

equation says that, in addition to evolution under the usual hermitian hamiltonian H, the

statevector is subjected to a new physical process in which a randomly fluctuating field

w(x,t) characterized by the two moments

«w(x , t )»=0 , «w(x,t)w(x',t')»=X5(t-t')<l>{x-x') (1.2)

"reduces" the statevector, i.e. rapidly rums a superposition of different macroscopic states
into a single macroscopic state. A second equation

P(w) = C exp[-^-[/dxdtw2(x,t)] (1.3)

which assigns the probability of occurrence to each fluctuation w(x,t) and thereby to its

associated statevector I \p,t > completes the specification of the theory.

That this theory is invariant under transformations from one Galilean frame to another

may be surmised from the manifestly Galilean invariant form of the density matrix

evolution equation

|ldx/dx'O(x-x1)Eat(x)a(x),[at(x')a(x'),D(t)]]. (1.4)

However, it is not so obvious, when looking at the dynamical equation (1.1), that the
theory is Galilean invariant. Indeed, the fluctuating field w(x,t) is space and time
dependent, so the dynamical equation (1.1) does change as one time or space translates,
rotates or boosts to new Galilean frames. However, the ensemble of equations (1.1)
corresponding to the ensemble of fluctuations {w(x,t)} is identical in each Galilean frame,
since Eqs. (1.2), (1.3) are Galilean invariant (Pearle 1990). It is this that makes the theory
stochastic Galilean invariant, by which we mean that the ensemble of predicted results of
experiments is frame-independent: after all, that (and not the invariance of any individual
equation) is the bottom line.

One last important point should be made. Given a statevector I y,T > at time T, the

ensemble of equations evolves it into an ensemble of statevectors for any time t>T.

However, for t<T, there is no ensemble that can evolve into I i|f>T >, and so for this time

range there is no ensemble description of the system (i.e. there is actually (Ghirardi,

Rimini and Weber 1988) only Galilean semigroup invariance). This is a physically

reasonable restriction when I >|/,T > is not precisely known. It is the usual case considered

in the quantum theory of measurement, where I \|/,T > represents a system prepared by an

apparatus that is unspecified, so there is no hope of tracking the statevector backwards in

time. (If the statevector and the fluctuation w(x,t) for t<T are precisely known, then one

can retrodict I y,t >, but then one has a unique description for which the notion of

Galilean invariance is problematic.)

2. Stochastic Relativistic Invariance

Construction of a Lorentz invariant theory along the same lines as the Galilean invariant
theory meets an immediate obstacle. If a statevector I y,c? > is defined on a hyperplane a,



a description on a boosted hyperplane o* cannot be achieved. This is because part of o*
is earlier in time than o so, as in the Galilean case, an appropriate ensemble cannot be
defined.

A way out of this difficulty is provided by the Tomonaga-Schwinger formalism. This is a
relativistically invariant evolution equation for a statevector defined on a succession of
spacelike hypersurfaces. We can use it to describe the evolution of a single statevector
defined on a hypersurface c into an ensemble of statevectors described on a hypersurface
a*, such that the succession of hypersurfaces lying between o and a* move everywhere
forward in time. The evolution equation is

8| \|/,o >/5o(x) = [ L,(x)w(x) (2.1)

Eq. (2.1) is expressed in the interaction picture, where L](x) is a Lorentz scalar function

of the field operators which evolve according to the usual harniltonian, [Lj(x),L](x')]=O

for x spacelike with respect to x', and w(x) is white noise in all four variables x=(x,t):

w(x) » = 0, « w(x)w(x') » = A.5(t-t')5(x-x') (2.2)

The CSL formalism based on Eq. (2.1) is relativistically invariant in that an individual in
any Lorentz frame can use it to describe the evolution of a statevector defined on an initial
hypersurface o to an ensemble of statevectors on any hypersurface o* that is everywhere
forward in time from a, and an individual in any other Lorentz frame has an identical
description (Ghirardi, Grassi and Pearle 1990a).

How does Eq. (2.1) work? Suppose that Lt(x) = <)>(x) is a scalar field that is coupled to a

fermion field. Suppose that I y,O" > represents a single fermion in a superposition

describing two displaced packets. Then, since a virtual scalar field surrounds a fermion,

the field amplitude <|>(x,t) at each point x is also in a superposition of contributions from

each packet. The reduction mechanism acts on the field amplitude enhancing one field

configuration and decreasing the other. Since the fermion is attached to its field

configuration, the reduction "brings the fermion along with it", effectively reducing the

statevector to a single fermion packet (Pearle, 1990).

However, this model has an unsatisfactory feature. In order to achieve relativistic
invariance, it was found necessary in Eq. (2.1) to locally couple the scalar field to the
white noise, i.e., there is no nonlocal coupling through a Gaussian as in the
nonrelativistic theory. This has the unfortunate consequence that there is an infinite

energy production rate per unit volume, instead of the small finite amount as in the

nonrelativistic theory. This new kind of ultraviolet divergence occurs because the white

noise, in acting to narrow the field amplitude, does so on an arbitrarily short distance

scale, creating scalar particles of arbitrarily short wavelength. This behavior can be seen

from the density matrix equation corresponding to Eq. (2.1), where a=t is a succession of

parallel hyperplanes:

- | /dx (2.3)

from which we find, for E=TrHD, that

(2.4)

using [(Kx),HHff(x) and [<Kx),Jt(x)]=i5(©).

Although, for the above reasons, we are not yet in possession of a physically completely

satisfactory relativistic model, it is still possible to explore some of the consequences of

the relativistic reduction behavior of a CSL theory based upon Eq. (2.1), and that is the

subject of the remainder of this paper.

3. Properties of a System.

Standard quantum mechanics, from the knowledge of the state of a system, allows us to
make probabilistic predictions about the outcomes of all possible prospective
measurements on that system. Consider a system described by the state vector \*¥>, Also

consider an observable A with two eigenvalues U and D and corresponding eigenstates

IU> and ID>. The probability P ^ U l f ) of getting the result U is :

P(A=Ulli')=l<UI4'>|2 (3.1)

In the case in which P(A=UI*F)=1, we state, following Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen

(1935), that the system has the property U. Analogous statements hold concerning

property D.



Entangled states of composite systems occur. It is important to recall the implications

concerning the possibility of attributing properties to the individual constituents. To this

purpose let us consider a system containing two constituents and let us denote by liU>

and liD>, i=l,2, two orthogonal states in the Hilbert spaces of the constituents. Suppose

the composite system is in the entangled state:

[UU>I2D>-I1D>I2U>] (3.2)

As is well known in such a case, even though the system as a whole has properties, the
individual constituents have completely lost their individuality. In particular, no property
can be attributed to them.

4. The Property of Being Localized

Among the properties we are interested in, a particular role is played by those which have

a local character. To discuss this, let us consider the case of a particle in one dimension in

a stale IT> which is a linear superposition, with equal weights, of two states lh> and lt>.

In this and the next two sections, we restrict the discussion to nonrclativistic quantum

theory. In this representation, the states lh> and lt> are associated to the wave functions

h(x) and t(x), which are assumed to be different from zero only in two disjoint intervals h

and t, respectively. Let us put I=hut. According to the previous remarks we can say that,

while P(xe 114*)=1, P(xehlvF)=P(xetl**')=l/2. The ensuing impossibility, of attributing

to the system the property of being at a given place, is a fact that nature has compelled us

to accept in the case of microscopic systems. This same fact, however, becomes

conceptually embarrassing when the specifications xeh, i.e., the system has the property

of being h(ere), and xe t, i.e. the system has the propeny of being t(here), refer to a

macroscopic object. CSL is a theory which is designed just to overcome such a difficulty.

To prepare the ground for the analysis of the following sections, we have to discuss in
more detail the property of being at a given place. To this purpose we remark that, in
quantum mechanics, a wave function in the coordinate representation never has compact
support. To be more precise, even if it vanishes identically outside a certain interval A at
a certain time, as a consequence of the Schrodinger evolution it is different from zero on
the whole x-axis at any subsequent time. With reference to this fact let us consider a
particle in one dimension which is described, in the coordinate representation, by the
Gaussian wave function

(4.1)

For such a state, the probability of finding the particle in any finite interval (no matter how

large) is smaller than 1 and so we are not entitled to assert that the particle has the propeny

of being within it. However, let us consider e.g. the interval I=(-A,A) with A= k5, and

let us evaluate P(xellV). We have

erf[k]=l-e-100 , fork=10. (4.2)

We can now raise the question: are we allowed to state that the panicle has the propeny of
being in the interval I? If one strictly sticks to the previous definition about possessed
properties, the answer is no; however we stress that the opposite attitude is actually
assumed in all discussions about quantum processes. The natural reason for being
compelled to do so derives from the fact that, in measurement processes, the outcomes are
always correlated to differing displacements of a "pointer", i.e. a macroscopic number of
particles, and the probability of a pointer being in a certain interval never equals 1. If one
is to be able to attribute definite properties to such a system at all, one is unavoidably led
to enlarge the conditions allowing such attribution to the case in which the probability of
getting the considered outcome in a prospective measurement is extremely close to one.

Why did we spend so much time in discussing a seemingly obvious fact? The reason for
this is that it is extremely important to stress that the persistence, within CSL, of the tails
of wave functions, as well as the position we will take about the attribution of a property
to a system (i.e. to relate it to the fact that a definite outcome is "almost absolutely
certain") are not specific features (or, as somebody could be inclined to think, difficulties)
of CSL theory. They generally occur even within standard quantum mechanics with the
postulate of wave packet reduction.

5. Tails in "Measurement Like" Processes.

In particular, it is important to make clear the conceptual differences between the problem
of the persistence of tails in CSL and a similar issue in the so called "measurement
problem" of the standard theory. To raise this issue, suppose each of two states of a
microsystem, IM1> and IM2>, can trigger an apparatus initially in its ready state IAR>,
thereby inducing the pointer of the apparatus to occupy a position around H or a position
around T respectively. Then, when the apparatus is triggered by the linear superposition
with equal weights of the two previously considered states, one has as the final state



(5.1)

In the above equation the states IH> and IT> are supposed to be Gaussian functions of

width d««IH-T1, describing the position X of the centre of mass of the macroscopic

pointer. With reference to state (5.1) we remark that, first of all, since it is entangled it

does not allow us to speak of individual properties, neither of the system nor of the

apparatus. Concerning the apparatus, one notices that, if (5.1) holds, then P(Xe [H-kD,

H+kD]l*F)=l/2. Suppose now one performs an ideal position measurement aimed at

ascertaining whether the pointer is in the interval [H-kD,H+kD] and further suppose that

wave packet reduction occurs. When the answer yes is obtained in the measurement, the

resulting state is

— [ IM1>IH*>+IM2>I T*>]
V2

(5.2)

In Eq. (5.2), the coordinate representation of IH*> and IT*> are obtained from those of
IH> and IT> by multiplying them by the characteristic function of the interval [H-
kD,H+kD], The state is still entangled; furthermore, since wave packets spread
instantaneously, IH*> and IT*> evolve immediately into states IH*'> and IT*'> whose
space support covers the whole X-axis. However since the norm II IM1>IH*'> II of the
first term is much larger than that of the second one, one has:

P(Xe H|Y*')=P(M=]vni1'*1)=l-10-100 (5.3)

and one legitimately asserts that "the pointer points at H", and also that "the system has
the property Ml".

6. Tails in CSL

We are now ready to discuss in greater detail the problem of the tails of the wave function

within CSL. As explicitly shown in Part I, CSL forbids the persistence of linear

superposition of states in which a macroscopic number of particles are in different (with

respect to the localization distance) positions. When CSL describes the case just

considered, the unique, universal dynamical principle on which it is based leads, in an

extremely short time, to a state

I»F#> = — [ IM1>IH#>+IM2>I T#>]
V2

(6.1)

This state is essentially the same as (5.2), i.e. the one obtained by the adoption of wave

packet reduction. The only difference is that, instead of multiplying the wavefunctions

h(x) and t(x) corresponding to the states IH> and IT> by the characteristic function of the

interval [H-kD,H+kD], CSL effectively multiplies them by a Gaussian of width 1/Va,

centered around H. Therefore, the state IY#> is extremely well localized within an interval

1/Va around the point H, just as are die states IH*'> and IT*> which immediately evolve

from IH*> and 1T*>. Again, since II IM1>IH#> l l» II IM2>IT#> II

P(xe HlvF#)=P(M=Mll'*'#)sl-10-l<» (6.2)

and one can legitimately assert that "the pointer is around H" and that "the system has the
property Ml".

In the above discussion we have made use of the standard "probability density"
interpretation of quantum mechanics within the context of CSL. As already mentioned,
however, the CSL scheme, due to its fundamental feature of leading (in extremely short
times) to we1 ocalized positions (e.g. of the centre of mass of an almost rigid body)
seems to allow one to interpret the wave function itself as representing, as suggested by J.
Bell (1990), " the density of stuff of which the universe is made ". We are well aware
that taking such a position requires a detailed analysis and a clarification of many open
problems (as J. Bell himself pointed out in a letter to one of us). However it is worth
noticing that it becomes more natural to correlate our perceptions about the pointer being at
H or at T to an overwhelming unbalance of a "density of stuff between two regions
(possibly in the 3N-dimensional configuration space of the macroscopic body) than to the
unbalance of a probability density as is done within the standard interpretation.

7. Chance and Determinism

We specify that, from now on, we will consider exclusively the individual level of

description (as opposed to the ensemble level of description) of physical processes.

The first important point which needs to be made precise in order to discuss nonlocality in

CSL is the distinction between chance and determinism. In order to do this let us explore,

within the standard quantum scheme, the following experiment. We consider, at time t,

the system of a free spin-1/2 particle in the eigenstate lx+> of o x belonging to the

eigenvalue +1. Expressing such a state as the linear superposition of o"z eigenstates we

have, in the usual notation,



P(oz =+llx+)=P(crz =-tlx+)=l/2 (7.1)

Suppose that at time tj>t a measurement of c z isperfonned and the result +1 is obtained.

In accordance with the conceptual structure of the theory, which does not allow one to

account for the result in terms of some (hidden) parameter, we state that the outcome +1 is

due to chance. If we decide to repeat the measurement at a subsequent time t2>tj, since

the state of the system is now lz+> we have:

P(az = (7.2)

so that we can foresee in advance that the outcome will surely be +1. Correspondingly,
this second outcome will be said to be deterministic.

8. Local Properties and Changes of Reference Frames

Let us consider now the system of two free spin-1/2 particles propagating in opposite

directions along the x-axis, in the singlet spin state. In Fig. 1 we have drawn the space-

time diagram of the process, and we have denoted by 1 and 2 the world lines of the two

Fig.l

particles, respectively. Let us denote by I4'(tj)> the state vector at time ti in the reference

frame of the Figure. With the usual notation for the probability of an outcome, denoting

by az
(2) the spin ^-component for particle 2, we have:

)= 1/2 (8.1)
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Suppose now that, in the region C of the figure, there is an apparatus devised to measure
the spin z-component of particle 1, and suppose that the outcome +1 is found. Suppose
also that wave packet reduction occurs instantaneously. Then, at all times subsequent to
the measurement time, and in particular at time tg which characterizes the t=const.
hyperplane going through a point B which is space-like with respect to C, we have

p<</2)=- (8.2)

This is one of the aspects (Redhead 1987) of quantum nonlocality: an observable that has

no property at all can be given a local property by actions performed at a distance from the

property's location.

Since the two events C and B can be arbitrarily far apart in space, even for an observer O'

moving with a (correspondingly) arbitrarily small velocity with respect to the observer O

of the figure, the time order of C and B can be reversed. One can then raise the question:

how does wave packet reduction take place for O'? If the answer is the standard one, i.e.

instantaneously at the time tc' which O' attributes to the event C, then observer O' will

attribute to the system at his time tg' a statevector l*F(tg')> which essentially equals

l*F(tj)> (because of the small relative velocity of the O and O' reference frames) so that

we have (Aharonov and Albert 1980, 1981):

P(o-(2)=-ira"(tB'))= 1/2 (8.3)

By comparing Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) we see thatt the possibility of attributing a local

property to the system at an objective space-time point is ambiguous since it depends on

the reference frame. It should be noted that this ambiguity would not be present if B was

an event in the future of the event C.

It is interesting to compare the situation just discussed with the situation occurring when

shere are two measuring apparata, one at C and the other at B . In the reference frame of

the figure, i.e. for observer O, the fact that the apparatus B records that az
(2 i=-l is

deterministic, while for O' it is due to chance.

9. Local Properties in Relativistic Reduction Models

1 1



Within the framework of relativistic CSL discussed in section 2, let us consider a local
observable

(9.1)

where fa(x) is a function having compact support on the space-like surface o. Let us

consider now another space-like surface a* also containing the support a of frx(x). We

denote by lvP(a)> the initial state vector, i.e. the one on the surface a, and by l*P(a*)> the

statevector it evolves into on the surface c*, according to the Tomonaga Schwinger

evolution equation (2.1) with a particular fluctuating background field. Contrary to what

happens in standard quantum field theory, the probability associated to a given eigenvalue

of A[(rj) depends on the surface (Ghirardi, Grassi and Pearle, 1990a), i.e. it changes in

going from O to a*, and can be (extremely close to) 1 on one hypersurface and

(appreciably) different from 1 on the other. Therefore the previously discussed ambiguity

about the possibility of attributing definite properties to local observables is present also in

relativistic CSL, at the individual level. It should be remarked that no ambiguity is present

at the ensemble level, i.e. when the stochastic average of < f IAI(<j)lxP> is taken it does not

change in going from o to o*.

10. Ambiguity about Microproperties

To enlarge upon this issue let us consider two local observables A i and A2 of a particle

corresponding to the yes-no experiment ascertaining whether it is around H or T. Suppose

in the space-time region around C (see Figure 2) there is an apparatus devised to measure

At. Suppose that "initially" (i.e. on the space-like hyperplane aQ of the figure) the state

of the panicle plus apparatus is

^[IH>+IT>]IAt,ready>
V2

(10.1)

The same state appears on the t=const. hyperplane Oj. Following the evolution from one

such hyperplane to the subsequent ones, at time ^ when the region C is crossed, the

system interacts with the apparatus. The CSL dynamics leads, according to the specific

realization of the fluctuating field which we assume to be one leading to the result that the

particle has been detected by the apparatus, to the state W(c2)> on the hyperplane o2:

12

P¥(a2)>= IH> 1A1, records Yes> (10.2)

(Here and in subsequent equations we are discarding the tail for simplicity: sec section 12
for an essential comment on this point). According to the evolution equation, however,
the same state is associated to the space-like surface CTj* obtained from Oj by tilting it as

indicated in the figure. As usual, let us denote by x the position of the particle. It is worth

H
Fig. 2

noticing that, if one consider the evolution from al to o 2 , the probability

P(XE TI4/(cr1))=l/2 changes to P(xg Tl *F(c2))=0. One would therefore be tempted to say

that, due to the system-apparatus interaction at C, a property emerged at c 2nT i.e., in the

space region T at the time at which the reduction became effective (i.e. immediately after
tc). If, on the contrary, one looks at the evolution from Oj to Oj*. where the time
associated with the space region T is earlier than t^ this implies the same change (from

1/2 to 0) of the probability which, were the same line of reasoning followed, would lead
one to say that the property emerged at o1*riT=<J1^T. One then realizes that the theory

gives rise to an ambiguity in the attribution of a property at an objective space-time point,
which is the exact analogue of the ambiguity discussed in Section. 8 in connection with
changes of reference frames .

11. Ambiguities about Macroproperties.

We now discuss the analogous physical process when we assume that two measuring

apparata are present, devised to measure the local observables A i and A2 at the same

time, in the reference frame characterized by horizontal lines in figure 3. We suppose that

the specific realization of the fluctuating field leads to the record: the particle is within the

interval H. In the figure we have indicated 4 regions: Cl, Bl and C2, B2. Bl and Cl

represent the regions where the system apparatus interactions take place with the ensuing

13



triggering of the apparatus. B2 and C2 represent the regions in which the fluctuating field
leads to the reduction. Let us write the states associated to the t=const. hyperplanes oft oL

and a2:

r¥(oo)>=-~ [IH>+IT>] I Ai, ready>IA2, ready> (11.1a)

W(oi)>=-p [IH>I Ai. records Yes>IA2, records No>

+IT>1 A l, records N0IA2, records Yes>] (11.1b)

W(o2)>=IH>l Ai, records Yes>lA2, records No> (11.1c)

Let us also write the states which are associated to the tilted surfaces o0 *( Oj* and a2*:

^ ( O Q *)>=[IH> I Ai, records Yes> IA2, ready> (11.2a)

I4'(CT1*)>=IH> I Ai, records Yes> IA2, records No> (11.2b)

llJ/(cf2*)>=IH> 1 Ai, records Yes> IA2, records No> (11.2c)

Fig. 3

Comparing these equations we see from (11.1a) and (11.2a) that, on o"0and CT0* and

"earlier" hypersurfaces, the state of the apparatus A2 corresponds to its having the

macroscopic property of "pointing at ready", independently of which hypersurface we

consider. However, on Cj and a,* there is an ambiguity about a macroscopic property of

1 4

the apparatus. In fact, while Eq. (11.1b) does not allow one to attribute a definite position
to the A2 pointer on o,, according to (11.2b) the pointer "points at No" on CT,*, even

though both hypersurfaces coincide in the spatial region around T where the A2 pointer is
located. However, it should be remarked that, on a2 and a2* and "later" hypersurfaces,

such an ambiguity is no longer present.

Conclusion: according to relativistic CSL there arc ambiguities about local properties of

physical systems. However, in the case of macro-objects such ambiguities last only for

the extremely short characteristic reduction time of the theory.

12. Properties and Macro-objectivism

To be rigourous, the statements made in the previous Section about macrosystems
"having definite properties" which have been based on equations like (11.2c) are not
strictly correct. In fact, in writing down such a state we have disregarded the tail (of
extremely small norm) which, as previously discussed, unavoidably accompanies it. We
are then led to adopt the following modified criterion for the attribution of objective local
properties to physical systems: Consider a local observable A with compact support a on

a space-like surface and one of its eigenvalues, say a. We state that the physical system

has the objective property A=a iff the probability of getting the result a, as a consequence

of a system-apparatus interaction, is extremely close to one on any space-like surface

containing a.

Using this criterion and taking into account the features of CSL we can then state that:
-Macroscopic systems practically always have definite macroproperties. This shows, as
anticipated, that relativistic CSL allows one to take a macro-objectivist position about
natural phenomena.

-No objective local property for a micro-object can emerge as a consequence of a
measurement occurring in a space-like separated region. Such property can only emerge
after the time necessary for a light signal to propagate from the apparatus to the macro-
object has elapsed.
-It is impossible to raise the question whether the result of a measurement, which is space-
like separated from another measurement, is due to chance or is determined by the other
measurement.
-In any case, no faster than light physical effect can occur.

13. Counterfactuals and Stochastic Features of the Two Versions of CSL.

1 5



As remarked in Sect. 6 of Part I, there are two mathematically equivalent formulations of

nonrelativistic CSL, one being based on the "raw" linear equation (5.1) plus the

probability rule (4.6), the other based on the "cooked" nonlinear equation (6.2). We will

now analyze their stochastic features by resorting to counterfactual arguments (Ghirardi,

Grassi and Pearle 1990b). For this purpose we have to specify the possible worlds we

will consider. We will limit our considerations to "worlds" for which the "laws of nature"

embodied in the specific CSL version under consideration are assumed to hold. Since we

will always deal with situations involving microsystems interacting with macroscopic

measuring devices, we will assume that the switching on and off of the system-apparatus

interactions are the free variables whose different choices characterize the actual and the

alternative worlds.

Within the nonrelativistic context we consider the physical system of a spin-1/2 particle in
the state lx+> and two apparata Ml and M2 devised to sequentially measure az In the
actual world, at time t t, the system-apparatus interaction with coupling constant g;

triggers Ml and the realization of the fluctuating field is assumed to lead to the result
Gz-+l. At time t^ an interaction with coupling constant g2 triggers M2, and the CSL
dynamics leads M2 to record again the result Cz=+1. We can now raise the counterfactual
question: For the considered individual case, if we would not have performed the first
measurement, would the result of the second measurement have still been az=+U

We can argue as follows. Within the nonlinear equation scheme the specific fluctuation
which occurs in the individual process under consideration does not depend on gj being
equal or different from zero, so we can assert that the same fluctuation (whichever one it
is) occurs in the alternative world in which gj=O. Then, from a conceptual point of view
we could, in principle, solve the evolution equation with this potential and give a definite
answer to the counterfactual question. At this point one has to remark (Ghirardi, Grassi,
and Pearle 1990b) that there are fluctuations, among all possible ones which, when
substituted in the evolution equation with both gL and g2 different from zero, lead to the
result oz=+l in both measurements but, on the contrary, when used in the same equation
with g,=0 give the result cz=-l in the second measurement (actually such potentials have
probability 1/4). For such a set of potentials, there is an answer to the counterfactual
question and it is obviously: No!

If we confine our attention to this class of fluctuations (their identification is conceptually
possible although, of course, in practice there is no way to separate them from the rest of
the fluctuations) we are allowed to state that there is a cause-effect relation between the
switching on of g[ and the record by M2. In fact, if we denote by a, b the two events:
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a- switching on of g,

b- registering oz=+l by M2

then a can be made to happen at will; if a then b; if a does not happen then b does not
happen either.

The above analysis can be repeated for an EPR-Bohm like set up, leading to the

conclusion that, for an appropriate subset of all possible occurrences of the stochastic

fluctuations, one is allowed to assert that a measurement at a given space-time point

"causes" the outcome of a measurement taking place in a space-like separated region. (Of

course, due to the above remark about the impossibility of experimentally isolating this

subset of fluctuations from the rest, there is no possibility of superluminal

communication.)

In the case of the raw plus cooking scheme the situation is completely different. In
particular, within such a formulation, the probability of occurrence of a fluctuation
depends, through the cooking procedure, on the overall physical situation and, in
particular, on whether or not gi vanishes. There is then no possibility of relating the

occurrence of the fluctuation in the alternative world to the one of the actual world. As a
consequence there is no possibility of identifying, even conceptually, occurrences for
which the considered counterfactual question admits an answer, and specifically the
negative answer allowing the establishment of a cause-effect relation.

When one comes to discuss the same problem within relativistic CSL one would meet the
same difficulty if one could consider the nonlinear equation scheme. Actually, as
discussed at the beginning of this paper, in looking for a relativistic dynamics leading to
reductions at the individual level, we have felt compelled to use the linear Tomonaga-
Schwinger equation plus cooking approach. The formal counterpart of the conceptual
difficulties we have just outlined consists in the fact that, if one tries to generalize the
nonlinear equation approach to a relativistic scheme utilizing the Tomonaga-Schwinger
equation, one is led to consider a nonintegrable evolution equation.

We can then conclude by pointing out that the use of counterfactual arguments shows that

the two schemes have a conceptually different stochastic structure. In particular if one

requires that it must not be possible, even conceptually, to accept cause-effect relations

between space-like separated macroscopic events (the records of the apparata), one is

compelled to choose the linear equation plus cooking scheme and reject the nonlinear
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scheme. This latter scheme, at any rate, does not allow a relativistic generalization, since it
leads to a nonintegrable dynamical equation.
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